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EXAMPLES OF B(D, ¿)-REFINABLE

AND WEAK 0-REFINABLE SPACES

STEPHEN H. FAST AND J. C. SMITH

Abstract. In 1980, J. C. Smith asked for examples which would demonstrate

the relationships between the properties B(D, A)-refinability, B(D, wo)-refin-

ability, and weak 0-refinability. This paper gives such examples in the class of

r4 spaces.

1. Introduction and definitions

In [5], J. C. Smith asks for an example showing the relationship between

B(D, A)-refinability and B(D, coo)-refinability where X represents a countable

ordinal. Smith also conjectured that weak 0-refinability is strictly weaker than

B(D, <y0)-refinability. This paper gives examples demonstrating the relationship

between these properties.

In §2 we construct a T4 space K^t such that for each a < tO\ , K^t has

a closed subspace that is B(D, a)-refinable but not B(D, /?)-refinable for any

ß < a. We then show that K^ +1 is weak 0-refinable, implying that weak

0-refinability is strictly weaker than B(D, CDo)-refinability.

Definition 1. A space is said to be mesocompact if every open cover of the space

has an open refinement W such that any compact subset of the space meets
only finitely many members of 'V.

Definition 2. A space is said to be metacompact if every open cover of the space
has a point-finite open refinement.

Definition 3. A space X is said to be B(D, X) -refinable provided that for every

open cover %f = {Vs\ô € A} of X there exists a family {3êa : a € X} of partial

refinements of % such that the following conditions hold:

(1) \}{3§a : a e X} is a refinement of % ;

(2) Uy<a(U^y) is closed in X for every a € X ;

(3) 38a is a relatively discrete closed collection in X - U(U,<a^<) •

In this case 38 = \J{&a\a e X} is said to be a B(D, X) refinement of %S.

Note that if we define for each a e X the family %fa = {Hs\ô G A} where
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Hs = \J{B e 3$a\B C Us and B <£ Uy for y < 0} , then & = \J{J&\a e X} is
also a B(D, X) refinement of %f. We say that %? is the amalgamation of 3$ .

Thus we may henceforth assume that all B(D, X) refinements are amalgamated.

Note that each %?a is a one-to-one partial refinement of %.

Definition 4. Let %? = {Ha : a e A} be a collection of subsets of a space X.

Then for x e X we define ord(x, %?) = \a e A : x e ifa|.

Definition 5. A space X is said to be 0 -refinable provided that for every open

cover í¿ of X there exists a sequence {^ : n e a>0} of open refinements

of V such that for each x e X there exists some nx e o)q such that 0 <

ord(x, S?nx) < oo.

Definition 6. A space X is said to be weak 6-refinable provided that for every

open cover ^ of I there exists a sequence {S^n : n e cüq} of open partial
refinements of % such that the following conditions hold:

(1) Ui^n '■ n gcoq} is an open refinement of ^ ;

(2) for each x e X there exists some nx G coq such that 0 < ord(x, S?nx) <

oo ;

(3) for each x e X there exists some kx e a>o such that x £ LKU^« : " >

fc*}.

Note that mesocompact —> metacompact —» 0-refinable —► B(D, <yo)-renn-

able -» weak 0-refinable.
It is known that the first three implications are not reversible [4]. This paper

shows that the last implication is not reversible in T4 spaces.

2. Construction of the space K^t

In [1], R. H. Bing gave an example of a normal topological space that is

not collectionwise T2. We call such an example a Bing space and give the

construction of such a space below.

Let ßi = P{o)\) = the set of all subsets of œx . Let G\ = {/ 6 UqeQ¡iQ' Ul

/ € IL"1, (1) for some positive, finite number of a e cü\} , where {0, 1} is the

two-point discrete space. Note that / e 117',(1) if and only if /({a}) = 1 .

For a e W\ , define fa by

/ 1 ifa€?l
fa(q) = < _ .,     .    f •

t 0 if a £ # J

Define A". = {/a|a e &>i} so that A, ç Ö. . Let Gi = Kx U {/ G C?i -
K\\f(q) = 1 for only finitely many q e Qi} • Topologize <7i by adding to
the induced Tychonoff product topology all singleton sets {g} where g e G\ -

K\ . Let K\ = G\ with the topology described above. For each a < co\, let

U2 = tiT\ ( 1 ). We call such a set U2 a standard subbasic open funnel. Since

^2 — {U2\a < a>i} covers K^ , we call ^2 the standard open cover of K\ .

Let Q2 - P(G\ - K\). Using Q2 , construct K2 and the Bing space G2 as in
the construction of the Bing space G\ using Q\ . Let K$ = G\\JG2, identifying

G\ -K\ with K2 by the bijection tp : (G\ -K\) —► K2 defined by the following:
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9(f) = gf£K2, where

s'«H¿tf/^}fora"/eG'-i:"

Topologize Aj* as follows. If A is an open subset of A|, then A U {.4/1/ e

K2nA}, where each 4/ is a set containing / that is open in G2, is a basic
open set in A3 . In addition, any open set B C G2 is open in Aj*. For each

a < coi, let C/a3 = U2 U {/|/ 6 7^(1) for some k e K2UU2}. Note that

U3 = {U%\a < a>i} is the standard open cover of A3 . We now construct by

transfinite recursion the space A¿, .

Let y <w\.

Case (1). If y = ß + 1, where /? is a successor ordinal, construct A* from

Aj!|  as Aj*  was constructed from A|  above.   For each a < co\, let  UI =

Ui U {/|/ e 717^(1) for some keKßn Ui} . Note that Sf = {U£\a <to{) is

the standard open cover of A*.

Case (2). If y is a limit ordinal, let A* = U{A¿|f5 < y) with the natural
identification of levels and topology.

Case (3). If y is the successor of a limit ordinal, say y = ß + 1, let (^ : co —*

/? be an increasing cofinal map where each ^(«) is a successor ordinal. Let

A,, = {ç? : co —> A*,|ç>(«) e A^(„) for every « 6 ft) and a tail of the image of q>

is contained in some member of the standard open cover ^ of Kg} . Define

A* - KßUK7 topologized as follows: If set B is open in Aï, then Bli{<p e Ky\

a tail of the image of (p is in B] is an open set in A*. In addition, all singleton

sets {cp} for (p e Ar are open.
Define the space A^ =(J{^|y<u,i} wuh the natural identification of the

levels and topology. Note that ^ = {U¿\S < a>i} is an open cover of A^ ,

which we call the standard open cover, that each A* is a closed subspace of

A¿! , that each Ky is a relatively closed, discrete subspace of A^ - \J{Kl\ß <

y}, and that A* ¡ is T4 . To see that A¿1 is normal, suppose that A and ß are

disjoint nonempty subsets of A^ . Then A n (Ay U Ay+i) and ß n (Ay nKy+i)
are disjoint nonempty subsets of Ky U Ay+i, which is a normal Bing space,

and can be separated by disjoint open sets, say A* and B*. Since A* n Ay+1
and B* n A7+i are disjoint closed subsets of Aj,+1 U Ky+2, a straightforward
induction can be used to construct disjoint open subsets of A^i separating A

and B.
We now state our main result.

Theorem 1. For every countable ordinal a, there exists a T4, B(D, a)-refinable

space which is not B(D, ß)-refinable for any ß < a.

Proof. Since each AQ is a relatively closed discrete subspace of A^ -(Uy<a Ky\y

is a successor ordinal), it is clear that A* is B(D, a)-refinable.

To prove that A* is not B(D, /?)-refinable for any ß < a, our inductive

proof proceeds in the following way. Let {SS^p. < a} be a collection of partial

refinements of % such that the following conditions hold:

(1) \jy<„(\j&y) is closed in A^ for every p < a ;
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(2) 3§n is a relatively discrete, closed collection in A*t - ({jy<ß([j^y)) for

each p < a.

First, for every limit ordinal a < a>\ and x e (Us n AQ+1) - U^<Q(U^) >

let S(Xtg) be an open funnel about x such that

S{x,s) QUS-((\J Kß\ u (y (IM))) ■
\ V<Q        / \fi<a ) J

For every a < co\, we will show that there exists a ¿a < fe»i such that for every

ô > Sa there exists a x(a, S) e AQ+i n Us and an open set V(a, 3) about
x(a, S) such that the following conditions hold:

(1) y <a=ïôy <ôa;

(2) y<a and ô > ôa => F(a,á)C F(y,¿);

(3) <? > ¿0 =* x(a, ¿) ¿ (UCT<<5 Ua) U (U^<„(U^i)) i

(4) S > 8a * V(a, S) n (U„<Q(IW) = 0 ;
(5) For every limit ordinal t > a, ô >ôa and x e AT+1 nF(a, ô) => 5(x ¿) ç

V(a,ô).

For a = 0, let ôa = 0 and x(a, ô) = fâ for every á < o>i. Let F(a, <5) =

Us for each ¿ < co\ . Then conditions (l)-(5) are satisfied for a = 0.

Suppose that a > 0 and that conditions (l)-(5) above hold for every ß < a.

We show that these conditions hold for a.

I. Case 1.  a is a limit ordinal.

Since a < to\, choose >j/ < œ\ such that y > aß for every ß < a. Hence
for every ô > y/, there exists for each ß < a, a x(ß, ô) 6 A^+1 n L^ and

an open set V(ß, ¿) about x(ß, S) such that the inductive conditions (l)-(5)

hold. Let Sa = y/ .
For each ô > y/ , let x(a, S) — q>s € Aa+i, where 9s(ß) = x(ß, ô) for every

/? in the image of y/a (see above the construction Case 3 of Ay+1 , where y is a

limit ordinal). By inductive conditions (2) and (3), each x(a, â) is well defined

and x(a, ó) i (\Ja<s Ua) U (U/i<a(U^)) • BY the choice of y it follows that

y < a =s> Sy < y/. Since if ô > y/, we have x(a,3) £ UA<a(U<^)> °y

the definition of the sets V(y, S), we can choose an open set V(a, 3) about

x(a, ô) such that (2), (4), and (5) hold.
Before we consider the case where a is not a limit ordinal, we need the

lemma below.

Lemma 1. Let %f be the standard subbasic open cover of A¿1. Fix ß < o)\

where ß is a successor ordinal. Suppose that X is a closed subset of A^1 and

33 = {Bfjfa e K\] is a relatively discrete closed collection in K^^X which

partially refines % such that the following conditions hold:

(A) There exists an a\ 6 cú\ such that for every y > a\ there exists some

(1) g(ß,y)eUynKß\(Xu(\J{Ux\T<y}))
and

(2) for each g(ß, y) in (1) we can choose a funnel V(ß, y) ç Uy about

g(ß, y) such that V(ß, y) n X - 0 and V(ß, y) hits at most one member of

3$; i.e. V(ß,y)nBji0 iff g(ß, y) e B for each Be 38 .  (*)
(B) Then there exists an a2 € a>\ such that for every p > a2 we have

[v(ß, p)\ ((U^)u (lMiT < />}))] n^+' * 0-
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Remark. Note that in (A), if (1) holds, then (2) follows.

Proof. Assume (A) and suppose (B) is false; that is, no such a2 exists. Choose

y0 > a i and a funnel V(ß, y0) such that

Vifi, y0)\ ((|J^) U({c//Jr < y0}))] n%, = 0.

By our supposition we can choose y\ > yo such that y\ > r if V(ß, yo) n

Bft ± 0 and

V(ß,yi)\(]j38)ö(]J{UA\T<yl})]nKß+l=0.

Assume that for p < T yp has been chosen such that the following conditions

hold:

(i) Yp > 7s if S < p ;
(ii) yp > x if V(ß, ys) nBft¿0 for any S < p ;

(iii) [V(ß,yp)\(([J38)ö(\J{UfT\T<yp}))]nKß+l = 0.
By our supposition there exists

yr > sup({yp\p <r}U{îewi \Bfi n V(ß, yp) = 0 for some /> < T})

such that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Thus we can continue the induction on u>\ .

Since the singletons {g(ß, ys)\S e co\} cannot be separated by pairwise dis-

joint open sets in Gß = Kßl>Kß+l, and since V(ß, ys)nGß is open in Gß for

every ô e 03\, there exists b~\, ô2 e fe>i   (¿i < 32), such that  F(/?, y¿1) n

V(ß,ySl) n A^! #0. Now Gß n K(^, y¿1) n F(y5, y^) = nî=,n-'(^)
for some q\, q2, ... , qk e Qß, and each t¡ has the value 1 or 0. Since

g(ß,Ysx) € V(ß,ySi) and #(/?, 7,52) e V(ß,y02), by (A) if any q¡ = {A},

where h € \J{UfT\z < ySl} n Kß , it follows that /, = 0. Hence [V(ß, ySt) n

V(ß, ysMUiUfM < y¿,})]n%, #0. Choose x 6 [KljJjjJn^,^
(U{^/,IT < J'ai})]n ^+1 • By (i") above, we must have that x € \J38 . Choose

Bx e38 with x eBx. Then

(**) xGV(ß,ySl)nV(ß,ys2)nBx.

By (A-2) above, g(/?, yst) £ Bx . Thus it follows from (ii) and the assumption

(A) that g(ß, ySl) i Bx . However, by (A-2) we have that V(ß, ySl)r\Bx = 0,

contradicting (**). Therefore, the lemma is proved.

We now consider the case where a is a successor ordinal.

II. Case 2. a = ß + 1.
Since ß satisfies the inductive hypothesis (l)-(5), condition (A) of Lemma 1

is satisfied. To see this, let X = U/i<Q(U ßß) and let 38 = 38a. Then the a\ of

Lemma 1, condition (A) is fulfilled by 5ß , since for each S > aß the element

x(ß ,ô)G(Ufsn Ka)\(([ja<s Ua) U (U„<Q<U ßß))) by inductive hypothesis (3).

Hence by Lemma 1, there exists ôa < a>\ satisfying condition (3). Clearly,

we can choose ôa > aß, so ( 1 ) is satisfied. Since 38a is a relatively closed,

discrete collection in A¿t - (UM<a(U ßß)) > we can choose an open set V(a, ô)

about each x(a, â) such that conditions (2), (4), and (5) are satisfied. The

proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.

Theorem 2.  Gn is metacompact for each n € N.

Proof. Let % be any open cover of G„ . For each / e A„ , choose a member

Uf of ^ that contains /. For each / e A„, let Vf represent the standard
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funnel about /. Then {Uf n Vf\f e AJ U {{g}\g e G„\Kn} is a point-finite
refinement of %.

Theorem 3.  A¿0 is metacompact.

Proof. Let ^ = {Va\a e A} be an open cover of A¿0. Then, since G\ is

metacompact, W has a 1-1, open in A¿o, partial refinement ¿T = {Ta|a e

4} which is point-finite on G\ and covers Gi. For each x e Gn r\ Ta, let

C(x, n, a) be the intersection of the standard funnel about x with Ta . Define

the open set Si inductively as follows:

(1) Sla n G, = Ta n G, ;

(2) for n > 1, Si n G„ = (Sla n A„) u {y e G„|y e C(x, «, a) for some

xeS^nKr,}.

Note that S^x = {S\\a e ^4} is an open in A¿, point-finite, partial refine-

ment of y which covers Gi. To see this, suppose x e A3. Then x ÇlW~x(\)

for only finitely many q in P(K2). Hence x is a member of only finitely many

standard funnels about elements in K2. Since K2 ç G\ , <9*1 is point-finite on

K2 . Thus, by (2) it must be the case that S^1 is point-finite on A3. Continuing

in this way it follows that S*1 is point-finite on A„ for every n .

Next, since Ai U K2 U • • • U A„_i is a closed subset of A*o, and since G„

is metacompact for each n, we can construct a 1-1 point-finite open partial

refinement S"n of 'V that covers A„ and misses K\ UA2U- -uVi • It then

follows that £? = \J{S^" : n e N} is a point-finite open refinement of T".

Hence, A¿0 is metacompact.

To show that A^o is mesocompact, it suffices to show that every compact

subset of A¿0 is finite. In [2], J. R. Boone shows that every compact subset of

G\ is finite. We now extend this result to obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 2. For each n e N, if C is a compact subset of A^o, then Cn(U{G,|/ <

«}) is finite.

Proof. The proof is by induction on N. For n = 1 observe that G\f)C is

closed in A^o and therefore compact. Suppose that we can choose distinct

elements f , f2, f¡ ,...,/„,... in C n G\ . Since Ai is discrete, we may

assume that each / belongs to K2 n C. Since \{q e Q\\f(q) ^ 0 f°r some

i e N} I < Mo, for each / e K\ we can choose a basic open funnel Vf about /

that misses {f , f2, f, ...}, since \{q 6 Qi\f(q) Í 0}| > N0. Thus {Vf\f e
K{ n C} U U{{/} : / € C n A2} is an open cover (open in Gx) of CD G\ with
no finite subcover, contradicting the compactness of C n G\. Hence C n G\
must be finite.

Assume that for all k < n , C n [\J{Gi : i < k}] is finite.
By inductive hypothesis, C n (|J{G;|/ < n - 1}) is compact and therefore

finite. Suppose we can choose distinct elements f , f2, f, ■■■ in Cfl Kn+\ .

Since \{q G Qn\f(q) ¿ 0 for some i e JV>| < K0, for each / € C n (U{G/|/ <
n—1}) we can choose a funnel Ff about / which misses {fi, f2, f, .■■} c¡ C.
Thus {Vf\fe Cn(U{G,|/ < n-l})}U|J{{/} :/€ CnA„+,} is an open cover of
Cn (U{Gi|i < «}) with no finite subcover, in contradiction to the compactness

of C n (U{Gí|í < «}), so the lemma follows.

Lemma 3. If C is a compact subset of A¿0, then C is finite.

Proof. Suppose C is an infinite compact subset of A*  . Then by Lemma 2
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there must exist a sequence / : JV —> C such that f(n) $. |J{A;|/(¿) 6 K¡ for

some ¿ < «}. Since {f(n)\n £ N} is a closed subset of C, it is compact. It

is easy to show that this sequence is also discrete and thus cannot be compact.

Hence the lemma is proved.

From Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 above we now have the following.

Theorem 4.  A¿0 is mesocompact.

Theorem 5. (i) A£,0 ¿s B(D, a>o)-refinable but not B(D, n)-refinable for any n.

(ii) A¿o+1 is B(D, a>o + \)-refinable but not B(D, coo)-refinable.

(iii) A*+1 is weak d-refinable and T4.

Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) follow directly from Theorem 1. Let ^ be an

open cover of A¿ +1 . Since A¿,0 is metacompact, ^ has a partial refinement

S\, which is point-finite on A*o. Next, let S^2 be the collection of singleton

subsets of A*o+1\A^o. Then S?\ UJ^ is a weak 0-refinement of ^.

Question. If we modify the construction of each G„ so that

G„ = |/e n{°> m/en^lKorsomeaeu;.! ,

would the space A^o+1 remain weak 0-refinable? The authors conjecture that

it would not. If not, then A^o+1 is a T4, B(D, <y0 + l)-refinable space that is

not weak 0-refinable.
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